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Manuscript One

We are discovering something new about human life on this planet. A
renaissance in consciousness is occurring very slowly. It is not
religious in nature, but it is spiritual. It explains what our existence
means and this knowledge will alter human culture dramatically.
We are beginning to glimpse an alternative kind of experience, moments
in our lives that feel different, more intense and inspiring. But we do not
know how to make it last. When it ends we are left feeling dissatisfied
and restless with a life that feels ordinary again.
Romantic partnerships are breaking down. When both people are overly
demanding, when each expects the other to live in their world, to always
be there to join their chosen activities, then an ego battle inevitably
develops. We will find it very difficult to stay with the same partner for
any length of time.
Most of society’s ills can be traced to this same restlessness and
searching. This problem is temporary and will come to an end when we
finally become conscious of what we are actually looking for, what this
other, more fulfilling experience really is. When we grasp it fully we will
have attained the First Insight.
THE FIRST INSIGHT occurs when we become conscious of the
coincidences in our lives. These coincidences are happening more and
more frequently and when they do they strike us as beyond what we
consider to be pure chance. They feel destined, as though some
unexplained force has guided our lives. The experience induces a
feeling of mystery and excitement and, as a result, we feel more alive.
It is a reconsideration of the inherent mystery that surrounds our
individual lives on this planet. We are experiencing these mysterious
coincidences and, even though we do not understand them yet, we
know they are real. We are sensing again, as in childhood, that there is
another side of life that we have yet to discover, some other process
operating behind the scenes.
We will wonder, in mass, what mysterious process underlies human life
on this planet. It will be this question, asked at the same time by enough
people that will allow the other insights to also come into
consciousness. When a sufficient number of individuals seriously
question what is going on in life, we will begin to find out. The other
insights will be revealed and, when we grasp them one by one, then the
culture will shift.

Manuscript two

THE SECOND INSIGHT puts our current awareness into a historical perspective.
Before we in the West can understand where we are, and what is going to occur next,
we must understand what has been really happening during this current 1,000 year
period and the preoccupation that developed during the latter half of the millennium.
Our awareness of the coincidences today represents a kind of awakening from this
preoccupation.
The powerful churchmen of the Christian church defined the reality of that time. The
world they described as real was, in fact, spiritual. They created a reality that placed
their idea about God’s plan for mankind at the very centre of life.
In the Middle Ages social position was secondary to the spiritual reality of life as they
defined it. Life was about passing a spiritual test. You had to correctly choose between
two opposing forces - the power of God (good) and Fear (the lurking temptations of
evil). If you followed their instructions, you were assured that a rewarding afterlife
would follow. But if you failed to heed the course they described, then there was
excommunication and damnation.
By the fourteenth century this power lead to corruption and inevitably rebellion with
the new churches being formed based on the idea that each person should be able to
have access to the scriptures personally and to interpret them as they wish with no
middlemen. For centuries these men defined reality. If their description of reality was
wrong then what is right? Mankind had lost its place at the centre of God’s universe.
There is a growing democratic spirit and a mass distrust of papal and royal authority.
We did not want a new group controlling our reality and therefore created a mandate
for science.
We sent out explorers to bring back a complete explanation of our existence but
because of the complexity of our universe they were not able to return immediately.
While we were waiting we used this science to raise our standard of living, our sense
of security in the world.
Our scientific focus became a pre-occupation. We totally lost ourselves in creating a
secular society, an economic security, to replace the spiritual one we had lost. The
question of why we were alive, of what was actually going on here spiritually, was
pushed slowly aside and repressed altogether. We have forgotten that we still do not
know what we are surviving for.
THE SECOND INSIGHT extends our consciousness of historical time. It shows us how
to observe culture, not just from the perspective of our own lifetime, but from the
perspective of the whole millennium.
The preoccupation was a necessary development, a stage in human evolution. The
problem was that our focused obsessive drive to conquer nature and make ourselves
more comfortable has left the natural systems of the planet polluted and on the verge
of collapse. A four hundred year obsession has been completed. We now need to find
out why we have done it.

Manuscript Three

Coincidences and chance encounters often have a deeper meaning. It begins to
happen once you become alert and connected to the energy.
THE THIRD INSIGHT describes a new understanding of the physical world. It says we
will learn to perceive what was formerly an invisible type of energy.
After the fall of the medieval worldview, we in the West suddenly became aware that we
lived in a totally unknown universe. In attempting to understand the nature of this
universe we knew we had to some how separate fact from superstition. Before we
would believe anything, we wanted evidence that could be seen and grabbed with our
hands. Any idea that could not be proved in some physical way was systematically
rejected. Science removed the uncertain and the esoteric from the world. Events, that
happened simultaneously to other events yet had no causal relationship, were said to
occur only by chance.
Then two investigations opened our eyes again to the mystery of the universe. Albert
Einstein’s life work was to show that what we perceive, as hard matter is mostly empty
space with a pattern of energy running through it. What quantum physics has shown is
that when we look at these patterns of energy at smaller and smaller levels, startling
results can be seen.
When you break apart small aspects of this energy, what we call elementary particles,
and try to observe how they operate, the act of observation itself alters the results - as
if these elementary particles themselves are influenced by what the experimenter
expects. The basic stuff of the universe at its core is looking like a pure energy that is
malleable to human intention and expectation in a way that defies our old mechanistic
model of the universe. It is as though our expectation itself causes our energy to flow
out into the world and affect other energy systems.
The human perception of this energy first begins with a heightened sensitivity to
beauty. The perception of beauty is a kind of barometer telling each of us how close we
are to actually perceiving the energy. This is clear because once you observe this
energy you realise it is on the same continuum as beauty.
The things we perceive as beautiful may be different, but the actual characteristics we
ascribe to beautiful objects are similar. Beauty displays more presence and sharpness
of shape and vividness of colour. It stands out, it shines, it seems almost iridescent
compared with the dullness of other objects less attractive.
The colours and shapes seem magnified and the very next level is to see an energy
field hovering about everything. Touch the tips of your fingers together. Keep the blue
sky in the background. Separate the tips about an inch and look at the area directly
between them. Take your eyes out of focus a little and move the tips closer then further
apart. The perception of the fields, rather than evoking a surrealistic sensation, actually
makes the things about you seem more solid and real than before. Seeing an energy
field is just a matter of waking up dormant receptors, something, theoretically,
everyone can do. Once seen our old Newtonian understanding of the physical universe
will quickly transform.
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How humans compete for energy is the FOURTH INSIGHT. Eventually
humans will see the universe as comprised of one dynamic energy,
which can sustain us and respond to our expectations. We humans
have always sought to increase our personal energy in the only manner
we have known; by seeking to psychologically steal it from others - an
unconscious competition that underlies all human conflict in the world.

We have always known that violence comes from the urge we have to
control and dominate one another. Each of us seeks to find some way to
control and thus to remain on top in an encounter. If we are successful
we receive a psychological boost. We want to win the energy that exists
between people. It builds us up some how and makes us feel better.
When we control another human being we receive their energy. We fill
up at their expense. Most people go through their lives in a constant
hunt for someone else’s energy.

Occasionally another person will give us their energy outright. It makes
us feel empowered but this gift rarely lasts. Most people are not strong
enough to keep giving energy. That is why most relationships eventually
turn into power struggles. Humans link up energy then fight over whom
is to control it. The loser always pays the price.

For a long time we have been competing unconsciously for the only part
of the energy we have been open to; the part that flows between people.
this is what human conflict has always been about, at every level. It is
the result of feeling weak and insecure and having to steal some one
else’s energy to feel okay. The only reason that any conflict cannot be
immediately settled is that one side is holding on to an irrational
position, for energy purposes.

We humans are realising how much we manipulate each other and
consequently we are re-evaluating our motivations. We are looking for a
new way to interact. Once we understand this vast competition for
energy and thus for power, we will immediately begin to transcend this
conflict. We will begin to break free from this competition over human
energy because we will finally be able to receive our energy from
another source.
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Matter is only energy vibrating at a certain level. Matter has evolved from hydrogen, the
simplest vibration of energy, to carbon, which vibrated at an extremely high rate. Next
matter leaped past the vibratory level of carbon to an even more complex state: to the
vibration represented by the amino acids. For the first time this new level of vibration
was not stable in or of itself. Matter had to continually absorb other matter into itself in
order to sustain its vibration. It had to eat. Life, the new thrust of evolution, had
emerged.
Plants live on inorganic matter. Animals absorb only organic life to sustain their
vibration. Through evolution, each emerging species represented life - matter- moving
into its next higher vibration. At the pinnacle stands man. Further evolution is related
somehow to the experience of life coincidences.
The key to further evolution and ending human conflict in the world is receiving energy
from another source - a source we will eventually tap at will.
Food is the first way of gaining energy. In order to totally absorb the energy in food it
must be appreciated and savoured. Taste is the doorway to make eating a holy
experience, so that the energy from the food can enter the body. Taking food is only
the first step. After personal energy is increased in this way, you become sensitive to
energy in all things. Then you learn to take this energy into yourself without eating.
You have to be open, to connect, to use your sense of appreciation, as in seeing
beauty. Taking this one step further will give you the sensation of being ‘filled up’ with
energy.
Creating a feeling of lightness and security, a one with the surroundings, will generate
a feeling of love for everything. You do not make yourself love. You allow love to enter
you. When you appreciate the beauty and uniqueness of things, you receive energy.
When you get to a level where you feel love, then you can send the energy back just by
willing it so.
Love is not something we should do to be good or to make the world a better place out
of some abstract moral responsibility, or because we should give up our hedonism.
Connecting with energy feels like excitement, then euphoria, and then love. Finding
enough energy to maintain that state of love certainly helps the world, but it most
directly helps us. It is the most hedonistic thing we can do.
Humans will carry forth the evolution of the universe towards a higher and higher
vibrational complexity.
We must learn to consciously fill up with energy because this energy brings on the
coincidences, which help us to actualise this new level on a permanent basis.
When we open up and connect with this higher source of energy the universe will
provide us with all the energy we need. That is the revelation of the FIFTH INSIGHT.
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Before we can connect with the energy on a permanent basis there is one more hurdle we must
pass. THE SIXTH INSIGHT says that we must face up to our particular way of controlling others
as whenever we fall back into this habit, we get disconnected from the source.
The key to letting it go is to bring it fully into consciousness. We do that by seeing that our
particular style of controlling others is one that we learned in childhood, to get attention, to get
the energy moving our way, and we are stuck there. This style is something we repeat over and
over again, our control drama. This drama is one familiar scene, which we write the script when
young. Then we repeat this scene over and over in our daily lives without being aware of it.
When doing this we manipulate the energy and our real life coincidences can not go forward.
Everyone manipulates for energy either aggressively, directly forcing people to pay attention to
them, or passively, playing on peoples’ sympathy or curiosity to gain attention.
THE INTIMIDATOR is someone who threatens you, either verbally or physically. You are forced,
for fear of something bad happening to you, to pay attention to them and so to give them your
energy. This is the most aggressive type of drama.
THE INTERROGATOR is more subtle in their aggression. They ask questions and probe into
another person’s world with the specific purpose of finding something wrong. Once they do,
then they criticise this aspect of the others life, who become self-conscious around the
interrogator setting up a psychic deference which gives the interrogator the energy they desire.
They pull people from their own path and drain people’s energy because people judge
themselves by what the interrogator might be thinking.
THE ALOOF withdraws, looks mysterious and secretive. This is not being cautious but hoping
someone will try to figure out what is going on. When someone does the aloof remains vague
forcing them to struggle and dig to discern their true feelings and in doing so send to the aloof
their energy. The longer the aloof keeps them interested and mystified the more energy is
received.
THE POOR ME tells you all the horrible things that are already happening to them, implying
perhaps that you are responsible, and that, if you refuse to help, these horrible things are going
to continue. They make you feel guilty in their presence even though you know there is no
reason to feel this way. Everything they say or do puts you in a place where you have to defend
against the idea that you are not doing enough for this person. This person is seeking to control
at the most passive level.
Once we become conscious of our control drama, then we can focus on the higher truth of our
family that lies beyond the energy conflict. This truth tells us who we are, the path we are on and
what we are doing. The process of finding our true spiritual identity involves looking at our
whole life as one long story, trying to find a higher meaning. Start with the purpose of being
born to your particular family. Then look at what you would have changed about your mother
and then your father. This is part of what you yourself are working on.
Seeing the higher perspective of your life’s events, all the interests that led you forward in the
past, will give you a clear awareness of your spiritual path. Once we transcend our particular
control drama we can comprehend the higher meaning for why we were born to our parents, and
what all the twists and turns of our life were preparing us to do. We all have a spiritual purpose,
a mission, that we have been pursuing without being fully aware of it. Once we bring it
completely into consciousness, our lives can take off.
Before we can fully enter the special state of mind - the experience of ourselves moving onward
in life guided by mysterious coincidences - we have to wake up to who we really are.
INTIMIDATOR creates POOR ME (or another Intimidator if Poor Me fails)
INTERROGATOR creates ALOOF and ALOOF creates INTERROGATOR
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The truth we are seeking is as important as the universe itself, for it enables evolution to
continue. Humans are born into their historical situations and find something to stand for. They
form a union with another human being who also has found some purpose. The children born to
this union then reconcile these two positions by pursuing a higher synthesis, guided by the
coincidences.
Each time we fill up with energy and a coincidence happens to lead us forward in our lives, we
institute this level of energy in ourselves, and so we can exist at a higher vibration. Our children
take our level of vibration and raise it even higher. This is how we, as humans, continue
evolution.
We are now ready to do it consciously and to accelerate the process. No matter how afraid we
become, we now have no choice. Once we learn what life is about, there is no way to erase the
knowledge. If you try to do something else with your life you will always sense that you are
missing something.
When you consciously begin to experience a feeling of closeness with your surroundings,
suddenly everything seems to exhibit more presence and to glow slightly. You begin to feel
lighter and more buoyant. To regain this buoyancy, breathe in the energy with which you have
connected. Take deep, conscious breaths, holding each for about five seconds. Check to see if
you have the right emotion - the emotion of love.
Love is not an intellectual concept or a moral imperative. It is a background emotion that exists
when one is connected to the energy available in the universe. The energy of God, the Universe
or All That Is.
When you have acquired enough energy, you are ready to consciously engage evolution, to start
it flowing, to produce the coincidences that will lead you forward. First you remember your basic
life question - the one you parents gave you - because this question provides the overall context
for your evolution. Next you centre yourself on your path by discovering the immediate, smaller
questions that currently confront you in life. These questions always pertain to your larger
question and define where you are in your lifelong quest.
Once you become conscious of the questions active in the moment, you always get some kind
of intuitive direction of what to do, or where to go. The only time this will not occur is when you
have the wrong question in mind. The problem in life is not in receiving the answers but in
identifying the right questions. Once you get the questions right the answers always come.
After you get an intuition of what might happen next, then the next step is to become very alert
and watchful. Sooner or later coincidences will occur to move you in the direction indicated by
the intuition.
THE SEVENTH INSIGHT deals with the process of consciously evolving, of staying alert to every
coincidence, every answer the universe has for you. Let your perception of beauty and
iridescence lead your way. Dreams come to tell us something about our lives that we are
missing. Thoughts and daydreams are also there to guide us. Taking an observer position
allows us to ask why this particular thought came now. How does it relate to my life questions?
It helps us release our need to control everything and puts us in the flow of evolution. Fear
images should be halted as soon as they come. Then another outcome, one with a good
outcome, should be willed through the mind. Soon, negative images will almost never happen.
Your intuitions will all be positive. If negative images come after that then they should be taken
very seriously, and not followed. Your body is vibrating at a certain level. If you let your energy
get too low your body suffers. That is the relationship between stress and disease. Love is the
way we keep up our vibration and our health.
To grasp THE SEVENTH INSIGHT and truly enter the movement of evolution, one must pull all
the insights into one way of being. One must see the world as a mysterious place that provides
everything we need. If we get clear and get on to the path, then we are ready to begin the
evolutionary flow. The challenge is to find the silver lining in every event, no matter how bad.

Manuscript Eight
THE EIGHTH INSIGHT is about an interpersonal ethic, a way of treating other people so
more messages are shared. Not all people that you meet will have the energy or the
clarity to reveal the message they have for you. You must help them by sending them
energy. You project your energy to them by focusing on their beauty. When they
receive your energy, it helps them see their truth. Then they can give the truth to you. It
also warns about your growth being stopped when you become addicted to another
person. It is about using energy in a new way when relating to people in general.
It begins at the beginning, with children. We should view them as they are, as end
points in evolution that led us forward. In order to learn to evolve they need our energy
on a constant basis, unconditionally. The worst thing that can be done to children is to
drain their energy while correcting them. That is what creates control dramas in them.
These learned manipulations on the child’s part can be avoided if the adults give them
all the energy they need no matter what the situation. That is why they should always
be included in conversations about them. This giving of energy is called LOVE.
You should never take responsibility for more children than you can give attention to.
Any adult can only give attention to and focus on one child at a time. If there are too
many children for the number of adults, then the adults become overwhelmed and
unable to give enough energy. The children begin to compete with each other for the
parents’ time - sibling rivalry. Children should learn the world from adults, not from
children. In too many cultures children are running in gangs. Children should not be
brought into the world unless there is at least one adult committed to focus full
attention, all of the time, on each child. We must BE THERE for each child
Humans will learn to extend their families beyond blood ties, so that someone else is
able to provide one on one attention. All the energy does not have to come from the
parents alone. In fact it is better if it does not, but whoever cares for the children must
provide this one on one attention. We should also find a way to tell a child the truth.
The truth can always be expressed at a child’s level of understanding. We must always
be CREDIBLE.

When one first learns to be clear and to engage one’s evolution, any of us can be
stopped, suddenly, by an addiction to another person. The reason power struggles
arise in romantic relationships and the bliss and euphoria of love ends and suddenly
turns to conflict, is a result of the flow of energy between the individuals involved.
When love first happens, the two individuals are giving each other energy
unconsciously and both people feel buoyant and elated. That is the incredible high we
all call being “in love”. Unfortunately, once they expect this feeling to come from the
other person, they cut themselves of from the energy in the universe and begin to rely
even more on the energy from each other. Eventually the energy gets depleted and so
they stop giving each other energy and fall back into their control dramas in an attempt
to force each other’s energy their way. At this point the relationship degenerates into
the usual power struggle.
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If there was competition for energy in our early family life then we may be unable to
complete an important psychological process - being able to integrate our opposite
sexual side. The reason we become addicted to someone of the opposite sex is that we
have yet to access this opposite sex energy ourselves. The mystical energy that we can
tap as an inner source is both male and female. We can eventually open up to it, but
when we first begin to evolve we have to be careful. The integration process takes
some time. If we connect prematurely with a human source for our male and female
energy, we block the universal supply.
In any family, the child must first receive energy from the adults in their life. Usually,
identifying with and integrating the energy of the same-sexed parent is accomplished
easily, but receiving energy from the other parent can be more difficult because of the
differences in the sexes.
In the case of a young girl she wants her father around and close to her at all times.
What she really wants is male energy because this complements her female side. From
this male energy she receives a sense of completion and euphoria. She can mistakenly
think that the only way to have this energy is by sexually possessing her father and
keeping him close physically. Because she intuits that this energy is really supposed to
be her own and that she should be able to command this energy at will, she wants to
direct the father as if he were that part of herself. She thinks he is magical and perfect
and able to supply her every whim. In a less than perfect family this sets up a power
conflict between the little girl and her dad. Dramas are formed as she learns to posture
herself in order to manipulate him into giving her the energy she desires.
In an ideal family, the father would remain uncompetitive. He would continue to relate
honestly and have enough energy so as to supply her unconditionally even though he
cannot do everything she asks. If the father remains open and communicative, honest
and credible, then the little girl can integrate his particular style and abilities and
proceed past an unrealistic view of her father. In the end she will see him as just a
particular human being with his own talents and faults. Once this true emulation takes
place, then the child makes an easy transition from receiving her opposite sex energy
from her father to receiving it as part of the overall energy existing in the universe at
large.
The problem is that most parents have been competing with their own children for
energy, and that has affected all of us. It is when this competition is taking place that
the opposite sex issue is not resolved. We are all stuck at the stage where we are
looking for our opposite sex energy outside of ourselves, in the person of a male or
female we can think of as ideal and magical and can possess sexually.
According to THE EIGHTH INSIGHT, when we first begin to evolve, we automatically
begin to re-unite with the opposite sex energy which comes from the universe.
However we still must be careful, because if another person comes along who offers
this energy directly we can still cut ourselves off from the true source. Until we learn to
avoid this situation, we are walking around half complete and susceptible to a person
of the opposite sex, also half complete, coming up and joining with us. The problem
with this completed person that both people believe they have reached, is that it has
taken two people to make this one whole person, one supplying the female energy and
the other supplying the male energy.
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This one whole person consequently has two heads or egos. Both people want to run
this whole person they have created and so, just as in childhood, both people want to
command the other, as if the other were they. This kind of illusion of completeness
always breaks down into a power struggle. In the end each person must take the other
for granted and even invalidate them so that they can lead this whole self in the
direction they want to go. This no longer works as it requires one partner to submit him
or herself to the other as often happened in the past.
We can still have romance, but first we must learn to complete the circle on our own.
We have to learn to stabilise our channel with the universe. That takes time, but
afterwards we are never susceptible to this problem again and we can experience a
higher relationship. When we connect romantically with another whole person after
that, we create a super -person, but it never pulls us from the path of our individual
evolution.
We can avoid these encounters by resisting the “love at first sight” feeling for a while
and learning to have platonic relationships with members of the opposite sex.
However, we must have these relationships only with people who will reveal
themselves totally, telling you how and why they are doing what they are doing - just as
this would have happened with the opposite sexed parent during an ideal childhood.
By understanding who these opposite sexed friends really are on the inside, one
breaks past one’s own fantasy projection about that gender and that releases us to
connect again with the universe.
This is not easy, especially if one has to break away from a current co-dependant
relationship. It is a real pulling apart of energy, which hurts but must be done. This is
not a new malady - we are all co-dependant and we are all growing out of it now. The
idea is to experience that sense of well being and euphoria experienced in the first
moment of a co-dependant relationship when you are alone. You get to have him or her
on the inside. After that you evolve forward and can find that special romantic
relationship that really fits you.
How we approach other people determines how quickly we evolve, how quickly our life
questions are answered. People who come along answer our questions. They open us
up. They fill us with warmth and energy somehow. By lifting people up and helping
them get clear we search for the truth, the message they have for us. Energising other
people is the best thing we can do for ourselves.
Whenever people cross our paths, there is always a message for us. Chance
encounters do not exist. How we respond to these encounters determines whether we
are able to receive the message. If we do not see the message pertaining to our current
question when we meet someone who crosses our path, then it does not mean there
was no message. We missed it for some reason. What we should do is to stop what we
are doing, no matter what, and find out the message we have for that person, and that
person has for us. Once humans grasp this reality, our interaction will slow down and
become more purposeful and deliberate.
Humans are unique in a world of energy in that they can project their energy
consciously. It is done by appreciating the beauty of an object until enough energy
comes into us to feel love. At that point we can send energy back.
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The same principal holds true with people. When we appreciate the shape and
demeanour of a person, really focus on them until their shape and features begin to
stand out and to have more presence, we can then send them energy, lifting them up.
The first step is to keep our own energy high, then we can start the flow of energy
coming into us, through us, and into the other person. The more we appreciate their
wholeness, their inner beauty, the more the energy flows into them, and naturally the
more that flows into us. The more we can love and appreciate others the more energy
flows into us. That is why loving and energising others is the best possible thing we
can do for ourselves.
The effect on the individual of this projection of energy is immense. They can feel a
greater sense of lightness and clarity as they formulate their thoughts to speak.
Because you are giving them more energy than they would otherwise have, they can
see what their truth is and more readily give it to you. When they do that you have a
sense of revelation about what they are saying. This leads you to see their higher self
even more fully and so appreciate and focus on it at an even deeper level, which gives
them even more energy and greater insight into their truth and the cycle begins over
again. Two or more people can build up tremendous highs doing this together, as they
build one another up and have it immediately returned.
This connection is totally different from a co-dependant relationship, which begins this
way but soon becomes controlling because the addiction cuts them off from their
source and the energy runs out. Real projection of energy has no attachment or
intention. Both people are just waiting for the messages.
If the person you are speaking with is already operating in a control drama we must
make sure we do not get pulled into it. We do this by not assuming the matching
drama. Then the person’s own drama will fall apart. A person cannot play a control
drama with us unless we play the matching drama. Each drama needs a matching
drama in order to be played out and take energy from the other person. All dramas are
covert strategies to get energy from the other person. Covert manipulations for energy
cannot exist if you bring them into consciousness by pointing them out. They cease to
be covert. The best truth about what is going on in a conversation always prevails.
After that the person has to be more real and honest.
The key to making it work is to simultaneously look beyond the drama at the real
person in front of you, and send them as much energy as possible. If they can feel
energy coming in any way, then it is easier for them to give up their way of
manipulating for it. The universe is energy, energy that responds to our expectations.
People are part of that energy universe too, so when we have a question, the people
show up who have the answer. Everyone who crosses our path has a message for us.
Otherwise they would have taken another path, or left earlier or later. The fact that
these people are here means that they are here for some reason.
Sudden, spontaneous eye contact is a sign that two people should talk. A sense of
recognition, seeing someone who looks familiar, even though you know you have
never seen them before is another sign. We are members of the same thought group
with certain other people.
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Thought groups are usually evolving along the same lines of interest. They think the
same and that creates the same expression and outward experience. We intuitively
recognise members of our own thought group and very often they provide messages
for us.
When you are appreciating someone at a deeper level, you can see their most honest
self beyond any facades they may put up. When you really focus at this level, you can
perceive what someone is thinking as a subtle expression on their face. If you look
beyond a person’s nervousness you can perceive a new, more energised look on their
face.
Part of THE EIGHTH INSIGHT is learning to interact consciously when in a group.
Understanding the process without becoming self-conscious. When members of a
group talk, only one will have the most powerful idea at any one point in time. If they
are alert the others in the group can feel who is about to speak, and they can
consciously focus their energy on this person, helping to bring out his idea with the
greatest clarity. Then as the conversation proceeds, someone else will have the most
powerful idea, then someone else and so on. If you concentrate on what is being said,
you can feel when it is your turn. The idea will come up into your mind.
The key to this process is to speak up when it is your moment and to project energy
when it is someone else’s turn. Some people get inflated when in a group. They feel the
power of an idea and express it, then because that burst of energy feels good, they
keep on talking, long after the energy should have shifted to someone else. They try to
monopolise the group. Others are pulled back and even when they feel the power of an
idea, they won’t risk saying it. When this happens, the group fragments and the group
do not get the benefit of all the messages.
The same thing happens when some members of the group are not accepted by some
of the others. The rejected individuals are prevented from receiving the energy and so
the group misses the benefit of their ideas. When we dislike someone, or feel
threatened by someone, the natural tendency is to focus on something we dislike
about the person, something that irritates us. Unfortunately, when we do this - instead
of seeing the deeper beauty of the person and giving them energy - we take energy
from them and actually do them harm. All they know is they suddenly feel less beautiful
and less confident and it is because we sapped their energy.
Humans are ageing each other at a tremendous rate with their violent competition. The
idea is for every member’s energy and vibration to increase because of the energy sent
by all the others. Everyone’s individual energy field merges with everyone else’s and
makes one pool of energy. It is as if the group is just one body with many heads.
Sometimes one head talks for the body and sometimes another. In a group functioning
like this, each individual knows when to speak and what to say because they truly see
life more clearly. The group attains a higher level of awareness. This is the same higher
level that can be obtained in a romantic relationship between a man and a woman.
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THE NINTH INSIGHT explains what will happen as the culture evolves forward. This
way of consciously relating, in which everyone attempts to bring out the best in others
rather than to have power over them is a posture the entire human race will eventually
adopt. At that point everyone’s energy level and pace of evolution will increase
exponentially.
Human culture will change in the next millennium as a result of conscious evolution.
We will voluntarily decrease our population so that we may all live in the most powerful
and beautiful places on the Earth. Many more of these areas will exist in the future
because we will intentionally let the forests go uncut so that they can mature and gain
energy. By the middle of the next millennium humans will typically live among five
hundred year old trees and carefully tended gardens, yet within easy travel distance of
an urban area of incredible technology.
By then the means of survival - foodstuffs, clothing and transportation - will all be
totally automated and at everyone’s disposal. Our needs will be met without the
exchange of any currency, yet also without any overindulgence or laziness. Guided by
their intuitions, everyone will know precisely what to do and when to do it, and this will
fit harmoniously with the actions of others. No one will consume excessively because
we will have let go of the need to possess and control for security.
Our sense of purpose will be satisfied by the thrill of our own evolution - by the elation
of receiving intuitions and then watching closely as our destinies unfold. Everyone will
slow down and become more alert, ever vigilant for the next meaningful encounter that
comes along. Two people meeting for the first time will first observe the other’s energy
field, exposing any manipulations. Once clear, they will consciously share life stories
until, elatedly, messages are discovered. Afterward each will continue on their
individual journey but they will be significantly altered. Each will vibrate on a new level
and will thereafter touch others in a way not possible before the meeting.
The human race will first experience a period of intense introspection. We will grasp
how beautiful and spiritual the natural world really is. We will see trees, rivers and
mountains as temples of great power to be held in reverence and awe. We will demand
an end to any economic activity that threatens this treasure. Those closest to this
situation will find alternative solutions to this pollution problem because someone will
intuit these alternatives as they seek their own evolution. During this period there will
be a dramatic movement of individuals from one occupation to another with some
people changing careers many times in their lifetime.
The next cultural shift will be an automation of the production of goods. This
automation will free up everyone’s time to pursue other endeavours. We will realise
that the truth we have to tell and the things we have to do are too unique to fit within a
usual job setting. We will find ways to cut our employment hours to pursue our own
truth. Our incomes will remain stable because of the people who are giving us money
for the insights we provide. As we discover more about the energy dynamics of the
universe, we will see what really happens when we give someone something. Giving is
really a universal principle of support, not just for churches, but for everyone.
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When we give, we receive in return because of the way energy interacts in the universe.
When we project energy into someone this creates a void in ourselves which, if
connected, fills up again. Money works exactly the same way. Once we begin to give
constantly, we will always have more coming in than we could possibly give away.
When people come into our lives at just the right time to give us the answers we need,
we should give them money.
As more people engage in this spiritual economy we will begin a real shift into the
culture of the next millennium. We will have moved through the stage of evolving into
our true profession and will be entering the stage of getting paid for evolving freely and
offering our unique truth to others. Being paid by the people we touch will allow the
material supports of life to become fully automated and free to all. This will allow us to
expand what is already the information age.
We are here on this planet not to build personal empires of control, but to evolve.
Paying others for their insights will begin the transformation. Then as more and more
parts of the economy are automated, currency will disappear altogether. If we are
correctly following our intuitive guidance then we will take only what we need.
As the human race evolves spiritually, we will voluntarily decrease the population to a
point sustainable by the Earth. We will be committed to living within the natural energy
systems of the planet. Farming will be automated except for the plants one wants to
energise personally and then consume. The trees necessary for construction will be
grown in special, designated areas. This will free the remainder of the earth’s trees to
grow, age and finally mature into powerful forests. All humans will live in close
proximity to this kind of power.
The more readily we have energy flowing into us, the more mysteriously the universe
responds by bringing people into our lives to answer our questions. Every time we
follow an intuition and some mysterious encounter leads us forward, our personal
vibration increases.
Evolution is the way God created and is still creating. Evolution is not a replacement
for God but a synthesis of both the religious and scientific world views. The progress
of succeeding generations is an evolution of understanding, an evolution toward a
higher spirituality and vibration. Each generation incorporates more energy and
accumulates more truth which they pass on to the next generation, who extend it
further.
All religion is about humankind finding relationship to one higher source. All religions
speak of a perception of god within, a perception that fills us, makes us more than we
were. Religions become corrupted when leaders are assigned to explain God’s will to
the people instead of showing them how to find this direction within themselves.
Sometime in history an individual would grasp the exact way of connecting with God’s
source of energy and direction. They then became a lasting example that this
connection is possible. By raising their energy and vibration to a level, which made
them light enough to perform “miracles”.
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As humans, we are the culmination so far of the whole of evolution. From matter in its
simplest form -hydrogen - increasing in complexity, element by element, species by
species, always evolving into a higher state of vibration. When primitive humans came
along, we continued this evolution subconsciously by conquering others and gaining
energy. This physical conflict continued until we invented democracy, a system that
did not end the conflict but moved it from a physical to a mental level.
All of human history has prepared us to achieve conscious evolution. Now we can
increase our energy and experience the coincidences consciously. This carries
evolution onward at a faster pace, lifting our vibrations even higher. Our destiny is to
continue to increase our energy level. As our energy level increases so the level of
vibration in the atoms of our body increases. We are getting lighter, more purely
spiritual.
As we continue to increase our vibration, an amazing thing will begin to happen. Whole
groups of people, once they reach a certain level, will suddenly become invisible to
those who are vibrating at a lower level. It will appear to the people in this lower level
that the others just disappeared. The group themselves will feel as though they are still
there, only they will feel lighter.
When humans begin to raise their vibrations to a level where others cannot see them, it
will signal that we are crossing the barrier between this life and the other world from
which we came and to which we go after death. This conscious crossing over is the
one shown by Christ. He opened up to the energy until he was so light he could walk
on water. He transcended death right here on Earth, and was the first to cross over, to
expand the physical world into the spiritual. His life demonstrated how to do this. If we
connect to the source we can head the same way, step by step. At some point everyone
will vibrate highly enough so that we can walk into heaven, in our same form.
Most individuals will reach this level of vibration during the third millennium, and in
groups consisting of the people with whom they are most connected. Some cultures in
history have already achieved this level of vibration. The Mayans crossed over
together. Some individuals may cross over sporadically. A general rapture will not
occur until we have abolished fear and can maintain a sufficient vibration in all
situations.
THE NINTH INSIGHT is the insight of knowing where we are headed. All the other
insights create a picture of the world as one of incredible beauty and energy, and of us
as increasing our connection with and thus seeing this beauty. The more beauty we
can see, the more we evolve. The more we evolve the higher we vibrate. Ultimately, our
increased vibration and perception will open us up to a Heaven that is already before
us. We just cannot see it yet.

Reaching Heaven on earth is why we are here.

